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Cincinnati Preschool Promise 
Finance and Audit Committee Meeting 

United Way of Greater Cincinnati  
Success By 6 

Minutes of Thursday, December 21, 2017, 1:00 – 2:30PM 
 

Finance and Audit Committee Members Present: 
Pastor Tait, Sallie Westheimer, Jill Johnson, Deborah Mariner Allsop (representing Laura 
Sanregret) and Jennifer Wagner 
 
Finance and Audit Committee Members Absent: 
Laura Sanregret 
 
Cincinnati Preschool Promise Staff & Observers:  
Stephanie Byrd, Interim Executive Director  
Mary Tighe, Marketing and Community Engagement Manager 
Héctor Polanco, Finance Manager 
Lesley Nunn, Administrative Assistant 
Donna Kesler, Cincinnati Union Bethel 
Dawn Reynolds, United Way  
 
 
1. Welcome, Call to Order 

Pastor Tait welcomed the Committee members and opened the meeting at 1:00 pm. 
 

ACTION: A motion to adopt the agenda was made by Jill Johnson and seconded by Sallie 
Westheimer. The motion was unanimously approved.   
 
ACTION: A motion to adopt the minutes was made by Sallie Westheimer and seconded by 
Jill Johnson. Jennifer Wagner abstained from the vote as she was not at the previous Finance 
and Audit Committee meeting. The motion was approved.   

 
2. Committee Updates 

Stephanie gave the group an update on the Board Meeting on December 13 and other 
Committee meetings.  
  

3. Promise Team Spending Approval 
Mary distributed the promise team strategy documents and provided the following information 
with reference to the team.  

 Promise Team, also known as Street Team, will be made up of parents and community 
members brought on a contractually basis to help CPP with enrollment and community 
engagement.  

 Florence Malone will manage these individuals and CPP would ramp up with two in Mid -
January, two to three more in Mid-March and additional team members added on in May 
to bring the team up to 8 members. 

 Team would decrease as we near the end of the enrollment year.  

 Will have two individuals helping Florence throughout the year at 20 hours per week 
staffing community events. 
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 Proposal has been taken to the Executive Committee and Community Engagement 
Committee who in turn have turned it over to the Finance and Audit Committee for 
spending approval. 

 For the rest of this fiscal year, that is the next 6 months, the promise team will be paid out 
of Community Engagement budget. This will re-adjust the plan that was previously 
presented to Board.  
RECOMMENDATION: re-adjust the plan previously discussed with the Board and pay for 
the Promise Team out of Community Engagement budget and then reassess with Hèctor 
when CPP plans for the budget next year. 

 Mary referenced the last page of the strategy plan of Promise team and referred the 
Committee to the last page of the document which accounts for additional funds for 
discussion. 

 
DISCUSSION: 

 Sallie enquired if the first presentation to Board requesting carryover funds was another 
proposal. Mary responded yes, this is a different proposal. 

 Deborah queried line item amount of $55000 in the community engagement budget which 
says Community Engagement & Outreach partner and enquired what had it previous 
been. Mary responded it had been Amos who CPP had brought on in the short year to do 
enrollment and community engagement. This year CPP are proposing to use $34000 of 
these funds on the Promise team which would work directly with staff on community 
engagement events and enrollment. Pastor Tait further clarified in the short year the line 
item/description had been extended to include Amos and had been carried on in the New 
Year in the budget.  

 Sallie questioned if by doing the funding this way, this Committee nor the Board needed 
to act on it in any way. Deborah felt it still needed to be clarified to Board. Hèctor responded 
that CPP has already discussed the change of funding source with the Board and wanted 
to make sure Board members who are here today understand CPP has changed the 
source of funding in the current fiscal year. 

 Jill summarized CPP proposal to Finance and Audit Committee which is that CPP will not 
be taping into the carryover funds in this fiscal year for the Promise Team but will instead 
use Community Engagement funds. Hèctor confirmed this. 
RECOMMENDATION: The Finance & Audit Committee does not need to provide approval 
to the Promise Team but it is noted the spending approval and implementation of the 
Promise Team is going forward. The Committee will provide the Board with information 
updates once they have information on the Promise Team. 

 Stephanie will provide more information on the Promise Team progress after the 
Implementation and Partnership Committee meetings. 
 

  
4. Recommended Use of Short-year Carryover Funds and Expected MetrixIQ Underspend 

vs. Budget 
 
RECOMMENDATION: Carryover funds be used for tuition assistance and that the expected 
underspend with MetrixIQ , which is about $100 000, remain in the overhead area until the 
Committee and CPP manage to look at all overhead areas spending and put them all together 
and then come up with an cohesive plan for any underspends CPP has in the overhead areas. 

 Deborah enquired if there was a write up on this. Hèctor responded that this is a verbal 
write-up. 
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 Pastor Tait summarized the proposal. Like to add to tuition assistance, help additional 
children by using short year carryover funds.  

 
FOR APPROVAL: Transfer and use of the Short-year Carryover Funds to Tuition Assistance. 

 
DISCUSSION: 

 Jennifer queried how much was the carryover from last year and the anticipated 
underspend from MetrixIQ. Hèctor responded $125k for the carryover and $120K for the 
anticipated underspend from MetrixIQ.  

 Deborah asked why this was the case. Hèctor explained two intellectual portions that were 
going to be spent but did not need to be spent, as they were able to build system without 
using the funds. Deborah asked if there is a need to reduce the contract with MetrixIQ or 
is this truly one time. Hèctor responded this is truly one time. Two portions to contract, one 
portion is the building out and another portion is ongoing. The underspend came out of 
the portion that builds the system/building out database.  

 Jennifer asked if the proposal is to add the two values together and put the amount to 
tuition assistance. Hèctor clarified that  one portion will remain (MetrixIQ) in the overhead 
area and be part of another complete underspend overspend analysis and CPP will have 
large pool  which we  will come to the Finance & Audit Committee to ask to spend it one 
way or another  but the carryover funds will be added to tuition assistance right way. CPP 
close to reaching limit on tuition assistance, adding this funds gives CPP space to add 40-
50 children to the program in next 6 months. 

 Sallie enquired around the cost per child that CPS has spent on a child. Jennifer clarified 
that what Hèctor is talking about CPP tuition assistance budget. Stephanie enquired if the 
funds will be for CPP community based providers. Hèctor responded “yes”, all the funds 
will stay in the community based bucket. 

 Pastor Tait asked the Committee if they have any further questions. 

 Sallie queried whether MetrixIQ underspend portion could wait. Hèctor agreed the 
MetrixIQ underspend portion can wait until next month when CPP will have more 
information to present to the Committee for approval. 

 Sallie queried whether CPP is near their enrollment max. Stephanie responded that CPP 
still have room but it is getting close. Based on current projections CPP could serve  515 
children and are at 461 now.  

 Deborah queried whether there was a policy on carryover funds and if so, whether that 
policy had been shared with Board and been approved by the Board. Hèctor responded 
policy went to Board for comments but has not gone back to Board for final approval. 
Deborah questioned whether this action for approval is not under policy.    
Hèctor responded that the approval is under policy and it could wait until the next Board 
meeting for policy approval but CPP would not like delaying the proposal. 

 Tait explained to the Committee that he would like the motion for approval to go ahead.  
Idea that the Promise team planning will be on the ground and the Promise team will have 
a platform to recruit and enroll. Sallie stated that the Board sentiment about excess dollars 
going to tuition assistance was clear and universal in that the Board are not going to say 
CPP should not spend that money on more kids. Deborah respond that she agrees with 
that sentiment but would like to be clear in terms of closing the loop issues.  Jennifer 
suggested the two issues could go to the Board in the order in that the policy issue gets 
addressed first and then carryover amount second with the motion pending Board 
approval.   
MOTION: to modify agenda to include the review of the carryover policy was made by Jill 
Johnson and seconded by Jennifer Wagner. The motion was unanimously approved. 
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5. Carryover Policy Document Review 

 Hèctor distributed the carryover policy document and explained the structure and policy 
details. Basic idea is that if the Board has already approved this funding, it would be 
available for CPP to spend but it will provide some restrictions on how it can be spent. The 
first restriction is that if the total carryover funds represent more than 10% of CPP budget 
for that year, funds would revert back to CPS who will keep them segregated in the same 
way tax levy funds are kept to be used for preschool expansion and not go into general 
budget of CPS. Funds allocated would be split between CPP and CPS.  

 If amount is lower than 10% and between 5 to 10%, the CPP executive director will present 
to this group, a proposal on how the funds will be spent. This group will hold a vote to 
approve/deny the proposed spending and that vote will decide the matter. Again part from 
the fact the Board of managers has already approved this money when it is between 5 to 
10% but below 10%. Matter is decided at here. Policy draft states CPP staff will be 
empowered to use the funds in tuition assistance or spend it on quality improvement as 
described in Master Agreement.  

 Jennifer requested that it goes on record that CPS is requesting an edit based on CPS 
Board finance meeting. CPS Board would prefer to see dollar amount versus percentage 
amount in the policy. This is a recommendation from the State Auditor to CPS. Hèctor 
queried whether the amount would be closer to 7.5 % versus 10%. Jennifer responded 
yes.  

 Deborah asked for clarification from Jennifer whether this policy should go to the CPS 
Policy Committee. Jennifer said yes.  Deborah asked for further clarification with the word 
expansion (preschool in generic sense vs. CPP expansion).  Jennifer responded that if 
the value is larger, the parties should talk about it, have public discussion.  
SUGGESTION: Strike the wording expansion from the Carryover Policy document. 

 Jill queried whether the issue was just with the amount, not the percentage. Jennifer 
responded that was correct. CPS request is that the policy say amount, not percentage. 

 Sallie raised the issue whether the Finance Committee has the last say on the policy 
meaning CPS Finance Committee. Jennifer responded that CPS finance Committee is not 
the deciding factor as they report to the full Board. Only the full Board can only take action. 
Stephanie said the Master Agreements states there will be joint issue between CPP and 
CPS.  

 Deborah stated the issue for her is that the funds that came from issue 44 and went to 
CPS in total but which CPP has specific allocation of $15 million a year, does this rollover 
have to be auditable by the State Auditor. Jennifer responded that CPS has to follow State 
Auditor guidelines as it is taxpayer’s dollars so they must follow their guidelines. Jill 
responded that she was under the impression CPS and CPP relationship was like any 
other vendor relationships, no more than other vendors are auditable.   Jennifer said that 
the guidance she got from the state auditor about unspent money is that they said “set 
limits” and this is the recommendation from state auditor.  

 Jennifer requested that it  be put on record that CPS requested the policy edit.  

 Jill responded that the Committee consider the Carryover motion approval and later revisit 
the policy. Deborah stated that Jennifer considerations needs to be noted as this goes 
back to CPP Board for approval so it becomes part of public record and should be in the 
minutes. 

 RECOMMEMDATION: Finance and Audit Committee will bring the matter to the Board 
and present the request from the treasurer of CPS to move the 10% become $500000. 
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 ACTION: the carryover policy be voted upon as it is unedited. Motion was approved by 
Sallie Westheimer and seconded by Jill Johnson. One opposition from Jennifer Wagner 
and no abstentions. Motion was approved.  
ACTION: Approve funds to move carryover funds to tuition assistance line item for the 
reminder of the year depending on CPP and CPS Board approval on carryover policy. 
Action approved by Jill Johnson and seconded by Jennifer Wagner. Motion unanimously 
approved. 

 Committee agreed to table discussion on the 3 year pilot to Stephanie’s presentation to 
the Committee in February. Committee will revisit Hèctor’s second proposal for the 
unspent funds/expected unspent funds from MetrixIQ to the next meeting when he brings 
back proposal on all the overheads/unspent funds. 

 
 

6. CPS Tuition Assistance Spending 

 Jennifer distributed two documents, and referenced the documents. She further explained 
how CPS tuition assistance spending works. 

 Pastor Tait questioned Jennifer if the amounts shown are Special Ed. money or whole 
expense for CPS. Jennifer responded this is the whole expense for CPS except what the 
auditors charge us.  

 Jill queried why nothing has been done with tuition assistance. Jennifer explained that 
CPS looks at tuition assistance process differently from CPP and she explained the 
challenges in calculating tuition assistance compared to the way CPP does.   

 Jennifer said she was also trying to pull out information on the number of kids, from Cheryl 
Broadnax’s reports, attached by this levy money into a report, days enrolled times the cost 
of quality value times half day vs full day that will dedicate a tuition assistance value. 

DISCUSSION: 

 Deborah asked if it would be possible to see a community funded child to a CPP child 
in the report. Concern and issue for Board that families don’t know they are CPP 
funded.  Jennifer responded that CPS cannot tell Committee exactly who are CPP kids 
because they have to protect identities but the spreadsheets can tell where the kids 
are getting funding. 241 kids getting levy money.   

 Pastor Tait questioned whether CPS has identified these special students that are 
getting Special Ed funds. Jennifer responded yes, CPS has 187 kids paying tuition 
above 200%. 

 Jill queried the number of fulltime versus part-time enrollment data. Jennifer 
responded based upon the data given to her by staff, of the 4 years olds - 877 of them, 
40 of them are half day. More kids choosing full day due to funding.  

 Hèctor asked Jennifer if 617 CPS kids are funded by CPP. Jennifer responded it was 
roughly 623 speaking but is changeable. Hèctor asked if they are 100% funded by 
CPP. Jennifer said no. 

 Jill asked if the centers look at enrollment versus attendance when deciding funding. 
Stephanie said it was enrollment. Centres have to take attendance every day and 
payment gets pro rationed if the child misses more than 7 days. Investigation done 
once this happens.  

 Jill questioned the timeline of the report delivery.   Jennifer responded monthly and 
then eventually the report will be  on CPS website so it becomes more transparent. 
Stephanie asked Jennifer if the report could include by income by income. Jennifer 
responded that this request will have to be queried and verified with Cheryl Broadnax. 
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7. Discuss Uses of Funds Held for 3YO Pilot Program ($1.45M) 

 Stephanie referenced two budget documents to Committee and started off with the 
summary one. As an ongoing item $1.45 million being held for a 3 year old pilot. The 
original vision for this pilot was to get an idea for what the take-up rates would be for 3 
year olds as CPP were developing budget for current fiscal year and it was under eligibility 
guidelines that only 4 year old up to 200% under the federal poverty level were going to 
be approved. Since that time, CPS had a change in practice in that 3 years olds were 
being enrolled by the district negating the need for a 3 year old pilot. CPP also opened up 
3 year old enrollment for community based provider but never went back to say what would 
happen to 1.45 million that is continued to be held on the budget.  Suggested uses for 
funds: 

o Return it to the pool of funds allocated in the first collection of $7 million. $1.45 
million go back to 7 million and be applied to the last 6 months of the year.  

o Put back into tuition pool which then will have to be divided between the district 
and the CPP community based providers. These funds were not budgeted for 
tuition assistance and will have to be reallocated. 

o Reserve it for cost associated with wage disparity which yet has to be defined nor 
costed out. Survey goal is to give us a sense of what the current wage structures 
are, what it would take it to get $15 per hour for the lead teachers in the community 
based programs. 

RECOMMENDATION: discussion for formal recommendation be put forward to Board for 
the use of 3 year old Pilot Program. 

 
DISCUSSION: 

 Pastor Tait queried the wage parity piece. Stephanie responded the Cost of Quality 
Committee made recommendation that the line item under wage disparity be created 
without it being funded and this was approved by the Board. Pastor Tait asked for 
clarification in that there is a line item there but no funds. Stephanie responded yes. Pastor 
Tait asked where. Stephanie responded the line item under use of funds for use of wage 
parity. Jennifer questioned whether CPP knows the cost for that line item. Mary responded 
that the survey results should give CPP an idea of the cost. Survey results will be available 
end of January, 2018. Jennifer suggested that it might be better to wait on this discussion 
until cost estimates come in because CPP Board will have necessary data to help them 
make a decision. 

 Sallie asked Mary, when the survey comes back and say the average fictional wage is 
$12 for lead teachers serving children, will there be a proposal on how to implement how 
to apply funds. Stephanie responded that the Cost of Quality Committee has already 
started to compartmentalize this work to include this survey to see how much it is going to 
cost. The next phase will look at what are the implications/unintended complications just 
by applying the $15 per hour.  

 Pastor Tait questioned whether this might be better funded in the second year.  Stephanie 
stated CPP goal is to do the pilot even if it means getting started towards end of fiscal year 
to show something that is demonstrative to the community and public of our goal. This 
was a commitment of CPP. 

 Sallie questioned if there was some sort of model for the suggested pilot being created 
and developed while waiting for the data to come in. Stephanie responded she has talked 
to the State of Oregon but it is a state program and administered on a regional basis.  

 Sallie also questioned when the data comes in, to move to next phrase of actually 
implementing the pilot, there ought to be some ideas coming out. Stephanie responded 
that there is a small group that is working looking at data/what CPP is doing with the data.  
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 Sallie questioned the total 1.4 million being used for the pilot implementation. Pastor Tait  
asked the Committee put something together to recommend with regard to the use of 3 
year pilot funds to the Board. Sallie suggested putting it back into 7 million with option to 
use sooner. Jennifer advised the Committee should hold off on a decision until the 
Committee has more data. Sallie asked if Jennifer she is advising this committee to leave 
it on paper as it. Jennifer responded yes. Pastor Tait asked the Committee if this was the 
general consensus.  

 RECOMMENDATION: table the 3 Year Pilot program discussion until more data and    
information is given to the Committee in the February meeting.  

 
8. Selecting Committee Meeting Dates and Times for 2018 

ACTION: 4th Thursday of every month at 1:30 pm except January’s meeting which is on 
Tuesday. Motion was unanimously approved.  
 

9. Adjournment: 
ACTION: A motion to adjourn the meeting at 2:49 pm was made by Jill Johnson and 
seconded by Jennifer Wagner. Motion was unanimously approved. 

 
Future Finance and Audit Committee Meetings: 
January 23, 1:30 – 2:30 pm 
February 22, 1:30 – 3:00 pm 
March 22 – 1:30 – 3:00 pm 
April 26 – 1:30 – 3:00 pm 
May 22, 1:30 – 3:00 pm 
June 28 – 1:30 – 3:00 pm 
June 26 – 1:30 – 3:00 pm 
August 30 – 1:30 – 3:00 pm 
September 27 – 1:30 – 3:00 pm 
October 25 – 1:30 – 3:00 pm 
November 29 – 1:30 -3:00 pm 
December 20 – 1:30 – 3:00 pm 
 
 
Submitted by Lesley Nunn, Administrative Assistant 
Cincinnati Preschool Promise  
 


